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Summary of Affordable Housing Draft Priority 
Funding Recommendation Options 
In no particular order, the following recommendations were identified though subpanel discussion and 

survey.  

A. Revolving Loan Fund: Develop or fund a flexible low-interest revolving loan fund to support 

development of new affordable housing units, either rental housing or for-sale homes, in diverse 

geographic communities where the economic impact of COVID has significantly impacted housing 

affordability and availability. This includes rural, resort, mountain, and small communities throughout the 

state. Funds should be able to be put toward a variety of uses needed locally to get the project off the 

ground, such as to purchase property, purchase existing infrastructure, construction costs, predevelopment 

costs, and development of other infrastructure such as water and sewer. Should be limited to a maximum 

of 20% of project funding. Can include mixed income development projects. 

B. Tax Credits: Expand gap funding for 4% LIHTC transactions, including the ability to purchase existing 

affordable housing and multi-family structures. For example, the state's allocation could be increased, or 

separate funding could accompany state allocations to bypass limits on private activity bonds.  

C. Nonprofit and Local Government Grants: Direct funding to local governments and nonprofits for 

purchase of land for and development of supportive, rental, and for-sale housing targeted at populations 

disproportionately impacted by COVID. Ensure flexibility of funding, including allowing for operating 

grants to community-based organizations and local governments, particularly in small, rural, and 

mountain resort communities so they can best meet their own development needs. Also allow for grants to 

community-based organizations for housing navigation/rehousing supports, timely deployment of 

assistance, and technical assistance.  

D. Protect Current Mobile Home Housing: Provide grants and loan funding for purchase by mobile 

homeowners or community organizations under the Mobile Home Park Act in order to prevent eviction 

and displacement, especially among communities disproportionately impacted by COVID.  

E. Maintain Existing Affordable Housing: Direct funding for preservation, retrofitting, renovation, capital 

improvements/repairs of current affordable housing stock available for populations/households 

disproportionately impacted by COVID with commitments for long-term affordability. This should include 

investments for 1) seniors to age in place, 2) remediation of low-quality/condemned properties (with focus 

on ADA compliance), 3) weatherization and energy improvements to multi-family and single-family 

residences to retain/improve quality of affordable homes/rentals, and 4) programs or initiatives to ensure 

existing housing remains affordable for local workforce or community households. 

F. Loan Fund for Preservation of Existing Affordable Housing: Develop or fund a flexible low-interest 

revolving loan fund to support purchase of existing affordable housing units, either rental housing or for-

sale homes, in diverse geographic communities where the economic impact of COVID has significantly 

impacted housing affordability and availability. Funds (mezzanine?) can be used in conjunction with 

LIHTC to preserve existing assets. Priority given to efforts to proactively reach out to LIHTC properties 

Jacob's PC
Sticky Note
Below market rather than low interest. Very low rate for land aquisitions... Q. What is DOH doing for the affordable housing innovation fund doing as allocating $70 m. Need to know how different or not. What is the additional need and how transformational. Not object to adding more funds to an existing funds, but want to know if being spent, and being spent with geo gaphic diversity. Anything that is impeding ability to use. Need to know before allocate too much. Not limit to 20%, especially for rural. Consider combining A and F to create a lager narrative. Don't want group to lose sight of ability to leverage, so have that be a consideration. CHFA can put in program and get 3 or 4 times above loan amount. Concern with nonprofits and local gov't linked to not having anti-development. Impact: As many new units as possible. 
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Including, units available for extremely low-impact households. 
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Sticky Note
Is there an opportunity to incentivize investors for non-attractive markets, such as rural where not at scale. Bridge gap between pricing so investors get back. Private activity bonds have a population floor. If lower those down, would assist in less populated counties to help. We've looked at 3 deals out of 5 where can't move forward because of these limitations. Private activity bonds - oversubscribed and new development prioritized more than preservation. Could have it go to higher cost taxable debt. CHFA trying to limit to 51% level. Limited in terms of volume cap. At federal level, looking to change from 50% to 25% which could double the dollars going to this, but won't know before make recommendations. Impact: Could help focus on preservation within private activity bond volume cap allocation, but will result in a reduction of new builds. May be too specific and maybe an opportunity to provide gap funding more broadly. Could be one of a broader range of ways to fold B under C. Longer term policy change to advocate for more tax credits.   
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Last two or three. How do we make sure local municipalities use tools already available to them in order to create internal revenue. Make sure local gov's using their tools. Also concern from above based on incentivize for allowing development policies. Focusing on communities most impacted by COVID to expand capacity. More of a focus on nonprofit than local gov. perhaps. At same time, rural communities often don't have NP to do this. 1271 provides a good roadmap for this one. Provides a good balance between barriers and incentives to address anti-development concerns. Also look at 1117. List of 15 things they can do. Similar to A. How can we leverage. Scale is one way we can make truly transformation. Do we give grants to local municipalities and to what extent also access a loan structure. Works for landbanking and land trusts. At same time, important to have these stay as grants. Includes capacity building grants to do the work of expanding capacity. 
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Sticky Note
Also make a loan or grant available to an investor and not exclude private investor to be part of this. Would like to see guardrails regarding private investors. Can't be predatory funding of these parks. A lot of need to protect people in these parks. Add language regarding targeted communities disproportionately disadvantaged. Need to understand what communities referring too. Keep as grants more than loans, rather than private investors. Reminder of those disproportionately impacted. Keep as written. Fewer than 10 resident owned communities. 

Jacob's PC
Sticky Note
Make sure flexible and client benefit deployed either grant or deferred, especially for owner occupied. Also owner occupied for single family and small scale investments as well. Small scale property owners who can't make necessary investments. Direct funding means more grants than loans. Expiring section 8 properties going to market. That's a key piece. grant or loan interest capital - 0 or 1%. Several examples in Denver. Good cross over between E and F.Add to E. language around the transition of housing into affordable housing. Taking commercial space or hotels and turn into workforce housing. Broaden to include. Direct funding for preservation through

Jacob's PC
Sticky Note
Agree that need for acquisition and preservation for existing affordable housing. $15 million pilot fund to do this and some intention is to get some of the $98M allocated toward this. May need more info. Agree with priority. Depending on demand and how fleshes out, fill other efforts and not duplicate. If allocate funding to specific pots and find out after recommendations, can revert dollars to other pots of money. Tool to think about.ULC experience. Have a 50m aquisition facility that deployed on 11 acquisitions. Blended rate of 2%. Look at A and loan here. If have a large amount of dollars, that's critical.  CHFA great place to think about where to put this. Need $200 in acquisition facility. Mezzanine funds: When financing an acquisition, have a variety of sources. Typically commercial investment, have a first mortgage up to 70 or 80%. In current market, see loan rates in low to mid 3s in first portion. Mezzanine or pref equity, look at double digit return. Pure equity want 15 to 25%. Mez. fund significantly lower than these rates, allows buyers to go out and do more deals or buy deals marginally attractive or maintain affordability. If create it as fund. Have state dollars at lowest return and then leverage with private dollars and keep interest rates relatively low. Regarding this being transformational and going as grants. If reading info from CHFA. Low income tax credit, if 100% used for grants, it would generate around 2500 or 3000 units in the state. The idea of using funds at top end of the capital stack and having it set up in a way that funds paid back and generate a little bit of return, allows funding to go on. Get more bang for buck if not just grants.Another word for Mezz funds that's more understood by public? Subordinate loans? Wanting to stretch $$ as far as can and get balance between grants and loans.  

Jacob's PC
Sticky Note
Missing:Capacity and workforce deficits in system. Appreciate Modular Strategy Tawny shared. Modular or something that helps expand capacity. Workforce development, developer pool needs to be expanded. Separate strategy.Discuss this as part of economic development task force on this. For workforce and also thinking about the modular housing factory.Addressing the short term rental challenge, have a tax credit program if property put back into affordable housing workforce category. May be applicable as part of existing strategies indicated below. Lift up equity piece. Seeing a lot of that in the recommendations. A lot of support for decreasing barriers for undocumented community and targeted outreach to that community. Remember for policy side. Could be one funding recommendation for undocumented or mixed status households. Funds had previously been funded with state dollars. Allocate to that fund. Ask for undocumented people cannot access this, need that in writing and the reasons as to why. Throughout the document, have a sensitivity to making funds addressing needs of the disabled community. 
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nearing the end of both the affordability period and the compliance period to see if they are interested in 

selling.  

G. Resident Owned Communities and Land-Banking: Direct funding for land-banking, land trusts, and 

community-owned land opportunities prioritized for communities and populations disproportionately 

impacted by COVID. Invest in resident-owned community (ROC) infrastructure to facilitate the purchase 

by residents of properties that may be coming up for sale or whose deed restrictions might be coming due. 

H. Transitional Housing: Develop and build transitional housing for those leaving congregate settings 

(criminal justice, hospital, shelter, etc.) as well as for those who are experiencing homelessness with 

behavioral health needs. This includes funding to rehabilitate under-utilized properties by increasing 

direct funding for acquisition/ conversion of motels/hotels, underutilized government-owned property, 

commercial properties, or other land or property for immediate conversion into transitional or long-term 

housing or shelter with set-aside or matched funds for operations to quickly resolve homelessness 

throughout the state. This recommendation utilizes the authorization and funding mechanism created in 

SB21-242. Combine with Behavioral Health Transformation Task Force funding to provide behavioral 

health and wraparound services. This may include seed funding and grants for transitional rental voucher 

program.   

I. Ongoing, Longer Term Rental Assistance/Subsidies: Provide rental subsidies, such as through a voucher 

program, or multi-year shallow rent subsidies for households disproportionately impacted by COVID and 

at risk of losing their home or in need of rapid re-housing; or additional funds to the state’s Eviction Legal 

Defense Fund given ongoing COVID-related evictions/renters’ need. This recommendation could include 

seed funding for an ongoing emergency rental assistance fund so that people do not lose their rental home 

because of a personal or unavoidable crisis. May also assist property owners of affordable rental housing 

(80% AMI or less) with tenants who have been unable to pay rent due to economic or health impacts of 

COVID.  

J. Mortgage Assistance: Provide mortgage assistance targeted for populations disproportionately impacted 

by COVID. Mortgage assistance is to keep people housed through the remainder of the COVID crisis and 

to serve as seed money for an ongoing emergency funding source in perpetuity so that people do not lose 

their housing because of a personal or unavoidable crisis.  

K. Down Payment Assistance: Provide down payment grants targeted for populations disproportionately 

impacted by COVID and with historic barriers to access affordable housing. Down payment assistance is to 

help people disproportionately impacted by COVID and with historic barriers to access to affordable 

housing to be able to purchase a home.  

L. Social Impact Loan Program to Address Homelessness: Create a revolving loan fund for best practices, 

interventions, pay-for-success performance-based models for people experiencing homelessness like the 

Denver Social Impact Bond or transitional/alternative housing programs for local communities to leverage 

state dollars in order to provide housing and supportive services for targeted populations of people 

experiencing or at severe risk of homelessness.  

Jacob's PC
Sticky Note
Transformational impact. These programs are important to invest in. Eric will get to Erik to get report on this. The goals of these models is institutionalize democratic control, and increase access to housing for BIPOC and low income communities. Transformational in long term. Designed to reach those with disproportional impact. Models ensure folks in community part of decision making process. Permanently affordable options for those who might be unbankable or have evictions on record. Long term impact on communities where need is the greatest. 

Jacob's PC
Sticky Note
Potential overlap between H and M. A little clarification on differentiation. Immediate conversation of properties. Could be transitional or long term housing options. Using properties in local communities for workforce housing as well. Was trying to capture transition period. Make some stronger clarifications across the board as revise these. 
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Sticky Note
Raise voice in support of this. Flexible funding for longer term assistance, not duplicate existing sources. MOre flexible funding source for those on the verge. Slow gentrification to keep people out of eviction court, stabilize landlords and help prevent overstretching of homeless providers. Opportunity good for individual households and could be transformational for systems. Beyond emergency rental assistance, need to stabilize these folks. See opportunity. Perhaps a chance to make grants to community based to allocate some funds flexibly to this concept. H, I, and J there are funds out there and that pipeline is bloated and has been bloated. Don't want to put money where money already there. Recognize that we need capacity. Still think existing funds for H, I, and J. Temp assistance for people struggling for a brief period of time? Is this longer term subsidies or shorter term? Shorter term periodic could stretch dollars a ways. If duplicate Section 8, this goes away really quickly. Full federal funding is probably about a $600m annual obligation potentially. Idea is something between emergency funds and section 8, maybe 6 to 12 months, but not in perpetuity.  

Jacob's PC
Sticky Note
Colorado has 175M dollars. Clear place where benefit from understanding demand before dedicating further funding for this piece. $175 m not spent yet. Rather focus on production on home ownership side. Still need to understand where we are at with this. 

Jacob's PC
Sticky Note
CHFA and DOH already have products, so make sure this is structured uniquely. This is focused on those impacted by COVID. Again, need to understand current resource availability and demand for them. Short order pressure in terms of expenditure of those funds. 

Jacob's PC
Sticky Note
Instead of thinking of this as a revolving loan, may not pay back loans, more cost sharing agreements, MOU so local governments can address specific populations, and anticipate saving money and if do save money, then cost share with state government, if cost savings not acheived, then no money to pay back a loan potentially. It was demonstrated to be incredibly effective, and financing mechanism was incredibly complicated. At the same time, emphasizing outcomes based grants contracts. 
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M. Permanent supportive Housing and Supportive Services Fund: Develop and build permanent supportive 

housing for individuals experiencing homelessness and those living with disabilities, including behavioral 

health disorders. Combine with Behavioral Health Transformation Task Force funding to provide 

wraparound services. Invest in supportive services fund for existing affordable housing programs that do 

not have tenancy support services funding to keep people stably housed. 

Jacob's PC
Sticky Note
Based on presentation earlier today. Our focus should be on bricks and mortor piece and BHTTF be on services more. Appreciate room to provide services for current providers. Awknowledge that if BHHTF allocates sufficient funding great, but need to make sure to include either way. 




